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Direct detection in a nutshell

• The nucleus is treated as a hard sphere described by the Helm form factor 18.

• The scattering is elastic.

There are multiple studies where the impact of di↵erent velocity distributions , form factors
and ineslatic scatterings are analysed. However, both cosmological simulations including baryons
and lattice QCD studies seem to tell us that the dark matter-scattering process is well described
by a Maxwellian velocity and Helm form factor 24,25,26. The elasticity of the scattering has
something do with the particle physics model in the case where excited dark matter states exist
27 though.

Figure 3 – Left: Illustrative dark matter-nucleus scattering which direct detection experiments are based on.
Right: Possible signal-background discriminating variables used in Germanium, liquid XENON and liquid ARGON
detectors.

In summary, if a signal (e.g. annual modulation and/or excess of nuclear recoil events) is
observed, we can related the scattering cross section and mass of the dark matter particle to its
local density. For this reason direct detection can truly discover the dark matter particle that
permeates our galaxy.

4 Indirect Detection

Dark matter particles that populate our universe in galactic and extragalactic scales may self-
annihilate and produce a flux of gamma-rays, cosmic-rays, neutrinos, anti-matter which can
appear as an excess over the expected background. The flux originated from dark matter
annihilation should be proportional to the number density squared of particles, i.e. ⇢2�/m

2
�, to

the annihilation cross section �v, to the element of volume of the sky observed accounted by ⌦,
and the number of particles of interest produced per annihilation (dN/dE). Hence, it can we
written as,
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where ⌦ is truly the solid angle of the region of interest, dN/dE is the energy spectrum (e.g.
the number of photons produced per annihilation in case of gamma-rays), and ⇢(�!r (s,⌦)) is the
dark matter density which should integrated over the line of sight (l.o.s) from the observer to
the source, which is often assumed to be described by either a Navarro-Frenk-White,
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, (5)

or Einasto profile,
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A vast experimental effort
Akerib+ (snowmass2021), 
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Snowmass2021 Cosmic Frontier Dark Matter Direct Detection to the Neutrino Fog
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Figure 1: Combined Spin-independent dark-matter nucleon scattering cross section space.
Currently-excluded space is shaded gray [8–17] (data points taken from [18]). Dashed
lines represent projected 90% confidence level exclusion sensitivity of new experiments.
Because not all experiments used the same methodology in estimating limits (e.g., single-
sided upper likelihood vs two-sided), exact sensitivities may not be directly comparable.
The neutrino fog for a xenon target is presented in the blue contour map as described in
Section 2. At contour n, obtaining a 10⇥ lower cross section sensitivity requires an increase
in exposure of at least 10n. The n = 2 fog contour for argon is also shown in the black
wide-dashed line. LZ: 15 ton-year, one-sided upper limit. XENONnT: 20 ton-year with
two-sided interval. PandaX-4T: 5.6 ton-year. DarkSide-20K: 200 ton-year. SuperCDMS:
combined result of detector types; SuperCDMS upgrade refers to scenario C in Ref. [19].
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Strongly interacting dark matter ?
Dark matter scattering too efficiently with 
nucleons would not reach the detector! 
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Towards Closing the Window on Strongly Interacting Dark Matter:
Far-Reaching Constraints from Earth’s Heat Flow
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We point out a new and largely model-independent constraint on the dark matter scattering cross
section with nucleons, applying when this quantity is larger than for typical weakly interacting
dark matter candidates. When the dark matter capture rate in Earth is efficient, the rate of
energy deposition by dark matter self-annihilation products would grossly exceed the measured
heat flow of Earth. This improves the spin-independent cross section constraints by many orders of
magnitude, and closes the window between astrophysical constraints (at very large cross sections)
and underground detector constraints (at small cross sections). In the applicable mass range, from
∼ 1 to ∼ 1010 GeV, the scattering cross section of dark matter with nucleons is then bounded from
above by the latter constraints, and hence must be truly weak, as usually assumed.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 95.30.Cq, 91.35.Dc

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a large body of evidence for the existence of
dark matter, but its basic properties – especially its mass
and scattering cross section with nucleons – remain un-
known. Assuming dark matter is a thermal relic of the
early universe, weakly interacting massive particles are
prime candidates, suggested by constraints on the dark
matter mass and self-annihilation cross section from the
present average mass density [1]. However, as this re-
mains unproven, it is important to systematically test
the properties of dark matter particles using only late-
universe constraints. In 1990, Starkman, Gould, Es-
mailzadeh, and Dimopoulos [2] examined the possibility
of strongly interacting dark matter, noting that it indeed
had not been ruled out. Many authors since have ex-
plored further constraints and candidates. In this litera-
ture, “strongly interacting” denotes cross sections signif-
icantly larger than those of the weak interactions; it does
not necessarily mean via the usual strong interactions be-
tween hadrons. We generally consider the constraints in
the plane of dark matter mass mχ and spin-independent
scattering cross section with nucleons σχN .

Figure 1 summarizes astrophysical, high-altitude bal-
loon/rocket/satellite detector, and underground detector
constraints in the σχN–mχ plane. Astrophysical limits
such as the stability of the Milky Way disk constrain
very large cross sections [2, 3]. Accompanying and com-
parable limits include those from cosmic rays and the
cosmic microwave background [4, 5]. Small cross sec-
tions are probed by CDMS and other underground de-
tectors [6, 7, 8, 9]. A dark matter (DM) particle can be
directly detected if σχN is strong enough to cause a nu-
clear recoil in the detector, but only if it is weak enough
to allow the DM to pass through Earth to the detector.
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FIG. 1: Excluded regions in the σχN–mχ plane, not yet in-
cluding the results of this paper. From top to bottom, these
come from astrophysical constraints (dark-shaded) [2, 3, 4, 5],
re-analyses of high-altitude detectors (medium-shaded) [2, 10,
11, 12], and underground direct dark matter detectors (light-
shaded) [6, 7, 8, 9]. The dark matter number density scales as
1/mχ, and the scattering rates as σχN/mχ; for a fixed scat-
tering rate, the required cross section then scales as mχ. We
will develop a constraint from Earth heating by dark matter
annihilation to more definitively exclude the window between
the astrophysical and underground constraints.

In between the astrophysical and underground limits
is the window in which σχN can be relatively large [2].
High-altitude detectors in and above the atmosphere

Possibility of unconstrained window 
of strongly interacting dark matter ?

Starkman, Gould, Esmailzadeh & 
Dimopoulos, PRD ‘90

Zaharijas & Farrar, PRD ’05
Mack, Beacom & Bertone, PRD ’07
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exponential suppression, with mean free path

Simplest approach: model continuous loss of 
average energy down to detector location  
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On its way to the detector, the CRDM flux given by eq. (2.2) is attenuated due to
the scattering of the CRDM particles with nuclei in the atmosphere and soil above the
experimental location. This e↵ect can be well modelled by the energy loss equation

dT z
�

dz
= �

X

N

nN

Z !max
�

0

d!�
d��N
d!�

!� , (2.4)

which relates the average kinetic energy T z
� at the detector’s depth z to an initial energy T�

at the top of the atmosphere (z = 0). Here the sum runs over nuclei N in the overburden,
i.e. no longer over the CR species, and !� is the energy loss of a DM particle in a single
collision. For elastic scattering, !� equals the nuclear recoil energy TN . In that case, the
maximal energy loss of a DM particle with initial kinetic energy T z

� is given by

!max

� =
2mN

s

h�
T z
�

�
2
+ 2m�T

z
�

i
, (2.5)

where
s = (mN +m�)

2 + 2mNT z
� , (2.6)

is the (squared) CMS energy of the process. For inelastic scattering on the other hand,
which we will discuss in more detail in Section 4, the energy loss can in principle be as high
as !max

� = T z
� . For the purpose of this work we will mostly be interested in the XENON1T [12]

detector, located at a depth of z = 1.4 km in the Gran Sasso laboratory. In this case the
limestone overburden has a density of 2.71 g/cm3 [13] and mostly consists of an admixture of
CaCO3 and MgCO3; in terms of weight percentages the dominant elements are O (47.91%),
Ca (30.29%), C (11.88%), Mg (5.58%), Si (1.27%), Al (1.03%) and K (1.03%) [14]. Let us
stress that Eq. (2.4) only provides an approximate description of the stopping e↵ect of the
overburden, which however is su�ciently accurate for our purposes; for a detailed comparison
of this approach with Monte Carlo simulations of individual particle trajectories, see Refs. [?
] [TB: maybe also add a forward-ref to later, when we get back to this...].

The elastic scattering rate of relativistic CRDM particles arriving at underground de-
tectors like the Xenon experiment, finally, is determined as

d�N

dTN
=

Z 1

Tmin
�

dT�
d��N
dTN

d��

dT�
. (2.7)

We stress that the above integral is over the energy of the DM particles before entering
the atmosphere; on the other hand, the scattering cross section d��N/dTN must still be
evaluated at the actual DM energy T z

� at the detector location, which requires numerically
solving eq. (2.4) for T z

�(T�). The lower bound of the integral derives from the minimal initial
CRDM energy that is needed to induce a nuclear recoil of energy TN at depth z; it is thus
obtained as Tmin

� = T�(T
z,min
� ), i.e. after inverting the solution of eq. (2.4), where T z,min

�

is given by the r.h.s. of eq. (2.3) after the replacement (T�,m�,mN ) ! (TN ,mN ,m�). In
general, d��N/dTN is a function of both s and the (spatial) momentum transfer,

Q2 = 2mNTN . (2.8)

If the dependence on s can be neglected, or the (dominant) dependence on Q2 factorizes – like
in particular for form factors – the rate in the detector given in Eq. (2.7) has an identical Q2-
dependence as compared to the corresponding rate expected from the standard population

– 3 –
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Figure 1: Combined Spin-independent dark-matter nucleon scattering cross section space.
Currently-excluded space is shaded gray [8–17] (data points taken from [18]). Dashed
lines represent projected 90% confidence level exclusion sensitivity of new experiments.
Because not all experiments used the same methodology in estimating limits (e.g., single-
sided upper likelihood vs two-sided), exact sensitivities may not be directly comparable.
The neutrino fog for a xenon target is presented in the blue contour map as described in
Section 2. At contour n, obtaining a 10⇥ lower cross section sensitivity requires an increase
in exposure of at least 10n. The n = 2 fog contour for argon is also shown in the black
wide-dashed line. LZ: 15 ton-year, one-sided upper limit. XENONnT: 20 ton-year with
two-sided interval. PandaX-4T: 5.6 ton-year. DarkSide-20K: 200 ton-year. SuperCDMS:
combined result of detector types; SuperCDMS upgrade refers to scenario C in Ref. [19].
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FIG. 3. The expected number of events and likelihood at XENON1T
as a function of the DM-nucleon scattering cross section for a DM
mass of 10 GeV. Note that for intermediate cross sections, particles
arriving at the detector from below will also contribute and attenuate
event counts, giving rise to diurnal modulations. This is not taken
into account here, where all particles are assumed to reach the detec-
tor from above and the focus lies on finding the critical cross section
of strongly interacting DM.

alytic stopping equation obviously overestimates the stopping
power of an overburden and makes the event number drop too
fast with increasing cross section. In reality, particles which
scatter fewer times than the average still reach the detector
capable of triggering it. Therefore MC simulations make con-
straints on strongly interacting DM more stringent, extending
to higher cross sections. The resulting limits are not just more
restrictive, but also more accurate, robust and consistent, since
upper and lower bounds are on equal footing.

In a recent paper [33] the authors claim that the analytic de-
scription fails in deriving the critical cross section of strongly
interacting DM, quoting a discrepancy in the number of events
of multiple orders of magnitude. However, looking at fig. 3 it
is clear that any method which conservatively underestimates
the critical cross section, will lead to much higher event num-
bers compared to the corresponding MC simulations. Yet, this
discrepancy says very little about the accuracy of the critical
cross section estimate as the actual quantity of interest, since
the event number drops very steeply. The limits obtained with
the analytic descriptions may be conservative and improvable,
but they are still valid. They typically underestimate the criti-
cal cross section just by a factor of a few.

For completeness we also include the corresponding bound
obtained with method a, i.e. the simple speed cut-off crite-
rion. In this case it gives a reasonable and conservative esti-
mate, which is more restrictive than the limit of method b as
expected. However, without the MC results a quality assess-
ment would not have been possible, as discussed in sec. II.

We show the main results of this study in fig. 4, the
constraints on DM with masses between 100 MeV and 20
GeV from CRESST-II, XENON1T, DAMIC(2011), and the
CRESST 2017 surface run, together with constraints from the

0.1 0.5 1 5 10

10-47
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10-37

10-32

10-27

10-22

CRESST 2017 surface

CRESST
III

CRESST II

DAMIC(2011)

XQC

CMB

XENON1T

neutrino backg
round

FIG. 4. Our results for the 90% CL constraints on light
DM for CRESST-II [39], the CRESST 2017 surface run [7],
DAMIC(2011) [46], and XENON1T [5]. Also included are con-
straints from XQC [21], and the CMB [13]. At the bottom of the
plot we included the neutrino background [47], and in black dashed
lines we indicate the new constraints from CRESST-III [6].

XQC experiment and the CMB. For each mass and detector4,
we obtain an excluded band of cross sections, from a lower
limit to the upper critical cross section due to shielding of
strongly interacting DM.

The DAMIC(2011) constraints are fully covered by the two
experiments of the CRESST collaboration. The purpose of
including these result is to compare them to limits obtained
with the DMATIS code [28] as an independent and valuable
cross-check of our simulation. For the masses between 1 and
100 GeV we find an average relative deviation between the
two limits of about 15% with slightly higher deviations for
masses of order O(1 GeV). But overall the two limits seem
to agree to a reasonable precision. Further cross-checks and
comparisons might be desirable, though the DMATIS code
has not been released at the time of submission of this paper.

Both CRESST-II and XENON1T are located deep under-
ground at LNGS. Hence it comes to no surprise that they
turn out to be rather insensitive to strongly interacting DM.
In the low-mass regime they constrain cross sections up to
⇠ 10�30cm2 and ⇠ 10�31cm2 respectively.

Most interesting is last year’s CRESST 2017 surface run
of a prototype detector developed for the ⌫-cleus experi-
ment. As opposed to the vast majority of DM detectors it
was not placed underground and is therefore ideal to constrain
strongly interacting DM. It probes and constraints cross sec-

4 For details on the considered detectors we refer to app. B.
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Figure 1: On the left panel : a sketch of the 1D slab model of the Galaxy, with matter homogeneously
distributed inside an infinite plane of thickness 2h sandwiched between two thick di↵usive layers of thickness
2H. On the right panel, the cylindric model: the matter is homogeneously distributed inside a thin disk of
thickness 2h and radius Rgal = 20 kpc. The solar system is at R� ' 8 kpc from the Galactic centre.

where the spatial di↵usion coe�cient D has been defined in Eq. (1). The cross-section for the
production of the species a from the species b through its interactions with the interstellar medium
(ISM) is denoted by �b!a, whereas �a is the total inelastic interaction (destruction) cross-section
of the species a with the ISM. The surface density of the Galactic disk is denoted by µ, while mISM

is the average mass of the atomic gas that it contains. The values of �b!a and �a are taken from the
most recent formulae of [4] and [5, 6] respectively. At 10GeV/nuc they exhibit a plateau that allows
one to approximate them as constants in this energy range. Solving the propagation Eq. (1.1) in
the steady-state regime allows expressing the fluxJa ⌘ (v/4⇡) a of a nucleus a inside the Galactic
disk (z = 0). However as measurements performed at Earth, in general, collect together nuclei with
the same charge Z irrespectively of their mass, we define the flux of one element JZ as the sum
over all its isotopes. Considering only the dominant contribution from stable nuclei, the B/C ratio
writes :

JB(Ek)
JC(Ek)

=

8>>><
>>>:

QB

JC
+�C!B+

ZmaxX

Zb>ZC

�b!B ·
Jb

JC

9>>>=
>>>;
/
n
�di↵+�B

o
(1.1)

where �di↵ =
2DmISM

µvH
and QB =

1
4⇡
· qB

nISM
⌘ NB

 R
1GV

!↵
.

which stands for the boron source term is expressed in units of particles (GeV/nuc)�1s�1sr�1. Sev-
eral reasonable hypotheses are hidden behind this derivation : we assume an injetcion spectrum
with the same spectral index ↵ for all nuclei, and the normalisation Na of each isotope source term
is given by the normalisation of each element NZ weighted by the isotopic fraction from [7].

If we assume no primary boron sources, that is, QB = 0, this expression simplifies into:

JB(Ek)
JC(Ek)

=
�C!B

�di↵+�B

+

ZmaxX

Zb>ZC

�b!B

�di↵+�B
· Jb

JC
. (1.2)

The impact of relaxing this hypothesis is explored in the following.
The primary purpose of our analysis is to determine the di↵usion parameters D0 and � from the

B/C flux ratio F ⌘JB/JC. Basically we solve a system of triangular form(from iron to berylium),

3
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1D velocity distribution

v2f(v)
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CRDM flux
Differential flux at top of the atmosphere (TOA)

amplitude that are more realistic than assuming a constant cross section (which we also
briefly revisit, for the sake of comparison, in section 5.1). We complement this in section 6
by the analysis of a specific example, namely a baryonic DM candidate that has been argued
to evade traditional direct detection bounds despite its relatively strong interactions with
nuclei. In section 7, finally, we conclude.

2 Cosmic-ray upscattering of dark matter

We consider the elastic scattering of cosmic ray (CR) nuclei N , with a flux of d�N/dTN , on
non-relativistic DM particles � in the Galactic halo. For a DM mass m� and density profile
⇢�(r), this induces a relativistic CRDM flux of [1, 2]

d��

dT�
=

Z
d⌦

4⇡

Z

l.o.s.
d`

⇢�
m�

X

N

Z 1

Tmin
N

dTN
d��N
dT�

d�N

dTN
(2.1)

⌘ De↵

⇢local�

m�

X

N

Z 1

Tmin
N

dTN
d��N
dT�

d�LIS

N

dTN
. (2.2)

Here d��N/dT� is the di↵erential elastic scattering cross section to accelerate DM to a kinetic
recoil energy of T� – which requires, for DM particles initially at rest, a minimal CR energy
TN of

Tmin

N =

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

⇣
T�

2
�mN

⌘
1�

r
1 + 2T�

m�

(mN+m�)
2

(2mN�T�)
2

�
for T� < 2mN

q
mN
m�

(mN +m�) for T� = 2mN

⇣
T�

2
�mN

⌘
1 +

r
1 + 2T�

m�

(mN+m�)
2

(2mN�T�)
2

�
for T� > 2mN

. (2.3)

In the second step, in eq. (2.2), we have introduced an e↵ective distance De↵ that allows
us to express the CRDM flux in the solar system in terms of the relatively well measured
local interstellar CR flux, d�N

LIS/dTN , and the local DM density, for which we adopt ⇢� =
0.3GeV/cm3 [3] (noting that our final limits are independent of this choice). The advantage
of this step is that uncertainties deriving from the integration over the volume relevant
for CRDM production,

R
d⌦

R
d`, are captured in a single phenomenological parameter –

which, despite the complicated underlying physics, is surprisingly well constrained (with
uncertainties dominated by the vertical extent of the confinement zone of Galactic CRs). For
what follows we will use a fiducial value of De↵ = 10 kpc,1 keeping in mind that our final
limits only depend logarithmically on this quantity (for large interaction rates; limits scale

as / D�1/2
e↵

when attenuation in the soil or atmosphere, see below, is ine�cient).
When computing the CRDM flux in eq. (2.2), we take into account the four most

abundant CR species, N = {p,He,C,O}, for which high-quality determinations of the local
interstellar fluxes exist [7]. The fluxes of heavier nuclei are subject to significant uncertainties
for the energies of interest to us [8], not the least due to apparent discrepancies between AMS-
02 [9–11] and earlier measurements. We also note that the CRDM flux contribution from
these heavier elements is strongly form-factor suppressed at large T�, see section 3, and hence
anyway not relevant for constraining DM with masses m� & 0.1GeV.

1
When assuming an Einasto profile [4] for the DM density, and a cylindric CR di↵usion model tuned with

GalProp [5] to describe the observed flux of light CR nuclei, e.g., a more detailed analysis [6] reveals that De↵

varies between ⇠ 9 kpc and ⇠ 11 kpc for DM recoil energies above 1MeV.

– 2 –
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Novel direct detection constraints on light dark matter
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All attempts to directly detect particle dark matter (DM) scattering on nuclei su↵er from the partial
or total loss of sensitivity for DM masses in the GeV range or below. We derive novel constraints
from the inevitable existence of a subdominant, but highly energetic, component of DM generated
through collisions with cosmic rays. Subsequent scattering inside conventional DM detectors, as
well as neutrino detectors sensitive to nuclear recoils, limits the DM-nucleon scattering cross section
to be below 10�31 cm2 for both spin-independent and spin-dependent scattering of light DM.

Introduction.— Attempts to discover non-
gravitational interactions of dark matter (DM) are
a global e↵ort, pursuing many possible avenues –
perhaps as many as there are viable microscopic models
that link DM with the rest of fundamental physics [1, 2].
The simplicity of the early Universe suggests that DM
may be realized in the form of some relic particles [3, 4],
remnants of the Big Bang, that we denote here as �.

Among the very few things known about the galac-
tic component of DM is the scale of its velocity,
v�,gal ⇠ 10�3c. The energy carried by DM particles,
E� ⇠ m�v2�,gal, can be shared with an atomic nucleus
in the process of a collision, and therefore in principle be
detected [5]. The search for such DM-nucleus scatterings
– commonly referred to as direct DM detection – has seen
several generations of experiments with ever improving
sensitivity. In the absence of a credible positive signal,
this has translated to continuously tightening limits. The
latest results from the XENON1T collaboration [6] bring
the sensitivity to the cross section per nucleon below the
�� = 10�46 cm2 level for the “optimal” DM mass range,
m� 2 15 � 100GeV. This significantly constrains many
models of weak-scale DM (see, e.g. [7]).

Below that mass range, and especially below 1GeV,
the direct sensitivity to DM worsens rapidly. This is
because the nuclear recoil energy becomes smaller, and
cannot exceed Emax

recoil
= 2m2

�(vesc)
2/mA, where vesc ⇠

540 km/s is the galactic escape velocity and mA the nu-
clear mass. If Emax

recoil
is below some detector threshold

Ethr, the sensitivity completely disappears, making even
cross sections parametrically larger than weak-scale cross
sections (e.g. � � 10�36 cm2) completely undetectable.

Recently, it has been realized that several physical pro-
cesses allow to circumvent this limitation. For example,
if the scattering on the nucleus results in the emission of a
photon or ejection of an atomic electron, the electromag-
netic fraction of the deposited energy can be larger than
for elastic nuclear recoils, improving the sensitivity for
m� in the few 100MeV range [8, 9]. Further constraints
derive from multiple collisions of light DM. For example,
interactions with fast moving nuclei or electrons inside
the Sun can accelerate the DM above threshold for direct

detection [10–12]. This contribution typically does not
exceed a fraction of O(10�5) times the total DM flux on
Earth, but nevertheless greatly enhances the mass reach
of existing detectors, especially for ��e� scattering [11].
In this Letter, we consider another inevitable compo-

nent of the DM flux, with velocities much higher than
vesc. It originates from energetic galactic cosmic rays
(CRs) colliding with cold DM particles in the Milky Way
halo, creating a secondary DM component of CRs with
(semi-)relativistic momenta. This new component of the
DM flux, called CRDM throughout this work, will scat-
ter again in the detectors, but now with much greater
energy available. The goal of this work is to make use of
this idea, employing data from the most sensitive current
direct detection and neutrino experiments, to establish
new direct limits on DM-nucleon scattering that extend
to small DM masses (formally even to m� ! 0).
We will adopt a simple two parameter model,

{m�,��}, without reference to a specific underlying the-
ory. For the DM-nucleon elastic cross section we as-
sume for simplicity the isospin-singlet structure, ��n =
��p ⌘ ��, but will consider both spin-dependent and
spin-independent scattering. DM models with light m�

often require sub-electroweak scale mediators [13, 14],
and therefore can be amenable to additional constraints
from cosmology, colliders, neutrino and beam dump ex-
periments (see e.g. Ref. [15] for a review). However, all
such constraints are necessarily model-dependent, while
constraints derived in this Letter have greater generality.
Despite invoking DM-CR interactions, in particular, they
build on the same microscopic picture of DM-nucleon
scattering as adopted in the standard presentation of lim-
its from conventional direct detection experiments.

Step 1: From CR to DM fluxes.— Compared to
CR velocities, DM can be considered e↵ectively at rest.
Then, the kinetic energy transferred to a DM particle in
a single collision is

T�= Tmax

�
1�cos ✓

2
, Tmax

� =
T 2

i + 2miTi

Ti+(mi+m�)2/(2m�)
, (1)

where ✓ is the c.m.s. scattering angle and Ti ⌘ Ei�mi the
kinetic energy of the incoming CR particle i. The (space-
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Recent updates

More CR elements
Updated CR spectra
Improved treatment of 
form factors

Figure 1. Left panel. Expected CRDM fluxes for DM masses m� = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10GeV, from
top to bottom, assuming a constant spin-independent scattering cross section of �p,n

SI = 10�30 cm2

(solid lines). The e↵ect of inelastic scattering is neglected. Dashed lines show the CRDM fluxes
that would result when not taking into account the e↵ect of form factors. Right panel. Black lines
indicate the individual contributions to the CRDM flux from scattering on CR p, He, C and O, for
the example of m� = 100MeV. Other lines (highlighted only for the m� = 100MeV case) show the
total flux, as in the left panel.

For Q
2
� (0.1GeV)2 one starts to resolve the inner structure of the nucleons them-

selves, which we discuss in more detail in section 4. Let us however briefly mention that in

the case of He, this e↵ect is already largely captured by the above description in that we

take the SOG form factors from Ref. [84] (thus improving on the simple dipole prescription

used, e.g., in Ref. [22]). For the proton, we adopt the usual dipole nucleon form factor,

noting that the nuclear form factor would formally equal unity,

G
2

p(Q
2) =

�
1 +Q

2
/⇤2

p

��4
, (3.1)

with ⇤p = 0.843GeV. This provides a very good fit to experimental data up to mo-

mentum transfers of at least Q
2
⇠ 1GeV2, with an agreement of better than 10% for

Q
2
 10GeV2 [85, 86]. We note that our final results are highly insensitive to such large

momenta.

In the rest of the section, we will briefly describe the impact of nuclear form factors on

the CRDM flux and the attenuation of this flux on its way to the detector. In both cases

the e↵ect is sizeable, motivating the need for a precise modelling of G2(Q2).

3.1 Impact on production

The solid lines in Fig. 1 show the expected CRDM flux before attenuation, cf. Eq. (2.2), for

a range of DM masses. For the purpose of this figure, we have assumed a constant elastic
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From TOA flux to detector ratesOn its way to the detector, the CRDM flux given by eq. (2.2) is attenuated due to
the scattering of the CRDM particles with nuclei in the atmosphere and soil above the
experimental location. This e↵ect can be well modelled by the energy loss equation

dT z
�

dz
= �

X

N

nN

Z !max
�

0

d!�
d��N
d!�

!� , (2.4)

which relates the average kinetic energy T z
� at the detector’s depth z to an initial energy T�

at the top of the atmosphere (z = 0). Here the sum runs over nuclei N in the overburden,
i.e. no longer over the CR species, and !� is the energy loss of a DM particle in a single
collision. For elastic scattering, !� equals the nuclear recoil energy TN . In that case, the
maximal energy loss of a DM particle with initial kinetic energy T z

� is given by

!max

� =
2mN

s

h�
T z
�

�
2
+ 2m�T

z
�

i
, (2.5)

where
s = (mN +m�)

2 + 2mNT z
� , (2.6)

is the (squared) CMS energy of the process. For inelastic scattering on the other hand,
which we will discuss in more detail in Section 4, the energy loss can in principle be as high
as !max

� = T z
� . For the purpose of this work we will mostly be interested in the XENON1T [12]

detector, located at a depth of z = 1.4 km in the Gran Sasso laboratory. In this case the
limestone overburden has a density of 2.71 g/cm3 [13] and mostly consists of an admixture of
CaCO3 and MgCO3; in terms of weight percentages the dominant elements are O (47.91%),
Ca (30.29%), C (11.88%), Mg (5.58%), Si (1.27%), Al (1.03%) and K (1.03%) [14]. Let us
stress that Eq. (2.4) only provides an approximate description of the stopping e↵ect of the
overburden, which however is su�ciently accurate for our purposes; for a detailed comparison
of this approach with Monte Carlo simulations of individual particle trajectories, see Refs. [?
] [TB: maybe also add a forward-ref to later, when we get back to this...].

The elastic scattering rate of relativistic CRDM particles arriving at underground de-
tectors like the Xenon experiment, finally, is determined as

d�N

dTN
=

Z 1

Tmin
�

dT�
d��N
dTN

d��

dT�
. (2.7)

We stress that the above integral is over the energy of the DM particles before entering
the atmosphere; on the other hand, the scattering cross section d��N/dTN must still be
evaluated at the actual DM energy T z

� at the detector location, which requires numerically
solving eq. (2.4) for T z

�(T�). The lower bound of the integral derives from the minimal initial
CRDM energy that is needed to induce a nuclear recoil of energy TN at depth z; it is thus
obtained as Tmin

� = T�(T
z,min
� ), i.e. after inverting the solution of eq. (2.4), where T z,min

�

is given by the r.h.s. of eq. (2.3) after the replacement (T�,m�,mN ) ! (TN ,mN ,m�). In
general, d��N/dTN is a function of both s and the (spatial) momentum transfer,

Q2 = 2mNTN . (2.8)

If the dependence on s can be neglected, or the (dominant) dependence on Q2 factorizes – like
in particular for form factors – the rate in the detector given in Eq. (2.7) has an identical Q2-
dependence as compared to the corresponding rate expected from the standard population
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Follow standard approach for 
attenuation of TOA flux, but extend 
to fully relativistic kinematics 

we only briefly state our results here and refer to that reference for further details (see also

ref. [94]). The flux of cosmic-ray accelerated DM (CRDM) before a potential attenuation

in the Earth or the atmosphere is given by

d��

dT�
= De↵

⇢
local
�

m�

Z 1

Tmin
CR

dTCR
d��N

dT�

d�LIS

CR

dTCR
. (3.7)

Here, ⇢
local
� and �LIS

CR are the local interstellar DM density and the cosmic-ray flux, re-

spectively, and T
min

CR is the minimal kinetic cosmic-ray energy needed to accelerate DM to

kinetic energy T�; we take into account elastic scattering of cosmic-ray nuclei N = {p, 4He}
with DM, including in each case the same dipole form factor suppression as in ref. [26].4

De↵ ⇠ 8 kpc, finally, is an e↵ective distance out to which we assume that the source density

of CRDM is roughly the same as it is locally (which, for a standard DM distribution, cor-

responds to a sphere of about 10 kpc diameter). The scattering rate of relativistic CRDM

particles in underground detectors is then determined as

d�N

dTN
=

Z 1

T�(T z,min
� )

dT�
d��N

dTN

d��

dT�
, (3.8)

where the scattering cross section d��N/dTN must be evaluated for the actual DM energy

T
z
� at the detector’s depth z (which is lower than the initial DM energy T� due to soil

absorption [95–98]), and T�(T z,min
� ) denotes the minimal initial CRDM energy that is

needed to induce a nuclear recoil of energy TN (again taking into account a potential

attenuation of the flux due to the propagation of DM through the Earth and atmosphere).

In order to relate T
z
� to the initial DM energy T� = T

z=0
� , we numerically solve the energy

loss equation
dT

z
�

dz
= �

X

N

nN

Z Tmax
N

0

dTN
d��N

dTN
TN , (3.9)

where T
max

N denotes the maximal recoil energy TN of nucleus N , for a given DM energy

T
z
� , and we sum over the 11 most abundant elements in Earth’s crust.

It is worth stressing that the momentum transfer in a direct detection experiment is

given by eq. (3.1) also in the relativistic case. In particular, the form factor in the nuclear

scattering cross section does not depend on the energy of the incoming DM particles, only

on the relatively small range of Q2 that falls inside the experimental target region. This

makes it straightforward to translate direct detection limits reported in the literature for

heavy DM, assuming the standard DM halo profile and velocity distribution, to a maximal

count rate in the analysis window of recoil energies and in turn to limits resulting from

the CRDM component discussed here [26]. The updated routines for the computation

of the resulting CRDM flux and underground scattering rates have been implemented in

DarkSUSY [99], which we also use to calculate the resulting limits from a corresponding

re-interpretation of Xenon-1T [24] results.

4Note that this is a conservative estimate, neglecting inelastic DM-CR interactions, which will become

relevant at su�ciently large values of the momentum transfer. We leave a detailed study of these e↵ects

for future work.
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FIG. 5: 90% confidence level upper limit on �SI from this
work (thick black line) with the 1� (green) and 2� (yel-
low) sensitivity bands. Previous results from LUX [6] and
PandaX-II [7] are shown for comparison. The inset shows
these limits and corresponding ±1� bands normalized to the
median of this work’s sensitivity band. The normalized me-
dian of the PandaX-II sensitivity band is shown as a dotted
line.

injecting an undisclosed number and class of events in
order to protect against fine-tuning of models or selec-
tion conditions in the post-unblinding phase. After the
post-unblinding modifications described above, the num-
ber of injected salt and their properties were revealed to
be two randomly selected 241AmBe events, which had
not motivated any post-unblinding scrutiny. The num-
ber of events in the NR reference region in Table I is con-
sistent with background expectations. The profile likeli-
hood analysis indicates no significant excesses in the 1.3 t
fiducial mass at any WIMP mass, with a p-value for the
background-only hypothesis of 0.28, 0.41, and 0.22 at
6, 50, and 200 GeV/c2, respectively. Figure 5 shows the
resulting 90% confidence level upper limit on �SI . The
2� sensitivity band spans an order of magnitude, indi-
cating the large random variation in upper limits due to
statistical fluctuations of the background (common to all
rare-event searches). The sensitivity itself is una↵ected
by such fluctuations, and is thus the appropriate mea-
sure of the capabilities of an experiment [44]. The inset
in Fig. 5 shows that the median sensitivity of this search
is ⇠7.0 times better than previous experiments [6, 7] at
WIMP masses > 50 GeV/c2.

In summary, we performed a DM search using an ex-
posure of 278.8 days ⇥ 1.3 t = 1.0 t⇥yr, with an ER
background rate of (82+5

�3 (sys) ± 3 (stat)) events/(t ⇥
yr ⇥ keVee), the lowest ever achieved in a DM search
experiment. We found no significant excess above back-
ground and set an upper limit on the WIMP-nucleon
spin-independent elastic scattering cross-section �SI at
4.1⇥10�47 cm2 for a mass of 30 GeV/c2, the most strin-

gent limit to date for WIMP masses above 6 GeV/c2. An
imminent detector upgrade, XENONnT, will increase the
target mass to 5.9 t. The sensitivity will improve upon
this result by more than an order of magnitude.
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expected rate for high masses:

3

component, and we can estimate the energy loss of DM
particles propagating through a medium as

dTDM

dx
= �

X

N

nN

Z Tmax
r

0

d��N

dTr
TrdTr . (9)

Here, Tr refers to the energy lost by a CRDM particle
in a collision with nucleus N . This process, in analogy
with neutrino scattering, can be elastic, quasi-elastic or
inelastic. The latter two are likely to dominate at high
energies T� > few 100MeV. (In a quasi-elastic process
one or more nucleons are dislodged from N , while in an
inelastic process additional hadrons are created in the
� � N collision.) In this work we will limit ourselves to
elastic scattering, leaving a more elaborate treatment for
future considerations. Using the uniform distribution of
the nuclear recoil energy for isotropic scattering, we have
d�N/dTr = �N/Tmax

r , and hence

dT�

dx
= �

1

2

X

N

nN��NTmax

r ⇡ �
1

2m�`

�
T 2

� + 2m�T�

�
,

where `�1
⌘

X

N

nN��N
2mNm�

(mN +m�)2
. (10)

In the last step we have assumed T� ⌧ mN in Eq. (1).
Integrating this equation, we can relate, very approxi-
mately, the di↵erential DM flux at depth z to the one at
the top of the atmosphere as

d��

dT z
�

=

✓
dT�

dT z
�

◆
d��

dT�
=

4m2

�e
z/`

�
2m� + T z

� � T z
�e

z/`
�2

d��

dT�
,

(11)
where d��/dT�, needs to be evaluated at

T� = T 0

�(T
z
�) = 2m�T

z
�e

z/`
⇣
2m�+T z

��T z
�e

z/`
⌘�1

. (12)

For T 0

� ⌧ m� our treatment of the energy attenuation
reduces to that previously considered in Ref. [28].

For the mean free path of the DM particles, `, we sum
over the 8 most abundant elements in Earth’s crust, with
number densities (and masses) from Table 2 in Ref. [30].
We also need to relate the nuclear cross sections to the
one on nucleons, ��. For spin-independent scattering,
there is the usual coherent enhancement, leading to

��N = �SI

� A2

✓
mN (m� +mp)

mp(m� +mN )

◆2

. (13)

We neglect nuclear form-factors in obtaining `. Along
with the energy-loss ansatz (9), as compared to full nu-
merical simulations [28], this leads to conservative limits.

Step 3: CRDM scattering in detectors.— Once a
CRDM particle reaches a detector at depth z, it can
transfer (part of its) energy to a target nucleus inside the
detector. Exploiting completely analogous formulae to

the case of DM!CR scattering discussed above, in par-
ticular the flat distribution of the target nucleus recoil
energy TN for a given DM energy, we find the di↵erential
recoil rate per target nucleus to be

d�N

dTN
= �0

�NG2

N (2mNTN )

Z 1

T�(T
z,min
� )

dT�

Tmax

r,N

d��

dT�
. (14)

Here GN (Q2) is a nuclear form-factor and d��/dT� is
given in Eq. (8); the quantities Tmax

r,N and T z,min

� follow
from Eqs. (1) and (2), by replacing � ! N and i ! �.
The broad energy distribution of CRDM particles al-

lows us, based on Eq. (14), to use both conventional di-
rect detection and neutrino experiments to set novel lim-
its on ��. It is clear that for small enough �� the overbur-
den mass above the detectors is transparent to CRDM,
and the overall strength of the signal hence scales as �2

�.
For large cross sections, on the other hand, the strong
attenuation of the CRDM energy as given in Eq. (12)
also leads to an exponential suppression of the signal.

Resulting limits.— We begin by addressing con-
straints from conventional direct detection experiments,
which we derive from reported limiting values for heavy
DM cross sections on nucleons as a function of the DM
particle mass, �SI,lim

DM
(mDM). Assuming a non-relativistic

DM velocity distribution fNR(v), and hence a standard
DM flux of d�DM/dTDM = m�2

DM
⇢local
DM

fNR, we relate the
count rate per target nucleus N to the heavy DM-nucleus
cross section �DM

�N in the limit of large DM masses:

�DM

N =

Z T2

T1

dTN �DM

�N

Z 1

0

dTDM

d�DM

dTDM

⇥ [Tmax

N (TDM)�TN ]

Tmax

N (TDM)

' 
�DM

�N

mDM

(v̄ ⇢DM)local for mDM � mN , (15)

where we assumed that �DM

�N only varies slowly inside
the experimentally accessible window of recoil energies
TN 2 {T1, T2}. Here v̄ denotes the mean DM velocity and
 is an O(1) constant that, for a Maxwellian distribution,
equals  = exp[�2T1/(⇡mN v̄2)]� exp[�2T2/(⇡mN v̄2)].
In order to constrain the CRDM component we now

need to compare Eq. (15) with Eq. (14), taking into ac-
count that �0

�N is evaluated for mDM � mN only in
the former case. For spin-independent scattering, we can
use Eq. (13) to compute the ratio of these cross sections.
Realizing that the coherence factors for ��N are identi-
cal between ordinary DM and CRDM scattering, then
allows us to recast conventional limits on the scattering
rate �SI,lim

DM
per nucleon to an equivalent limit resulting

from the CRDM component:

�SI.lim
� =  (v̄ ⇢DM)local

✓
m� +mN

m� +mp

◆2 ✓�SI,lim
DM

mDM

◆

mDM!1

⇥

✓Z T2

T1

dTN

Z 1

T�(T
z,min
� )

dT�

Tmax

r,N

d��

dT�

◆�1

(16)
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component, and we can estimate the energy loss of DM
particles propagating through a medium as

dTDM

dx
= �

X

N

nN

Z Tmax
r

0

d��N

dTr
TrdTr . (9)

Here, Tr refers to the energy lost by a CRDM particle
in a collision with nucleus N . This process, in analogy
with neutrino scattering, can be elastic, quasi-elastic or
inelastic. The latter two are likely to dominate at high
energies T� > few 100MeV. (In a quasi-elastic process
one or more nucleons are dislodged from N , while in an
inelastic process additional hadrons are created in the
� � N collision.) In this work we will limit ourselves to
elastic scattering, leaving a more elaborate treatment for
future considerations. Using the uniform distribution of
the nuclear recoil energy for isotropic scattering, we have
d�N/dTr = �N/Tmax

r , and hence

dT�

dx
= �

1

2

X

N

nN��NTmax

r ⇡ �
1

2m�`

�
T 2

� + 2m�T�

�
,

where `�1
⌘

X

N

nN��N
2mNm�

(mN +m�)2
. (10)

In the last step we have assumed T� ⌧ mN in Eq. (1).
Integrating this equation, we can relate, very approxi-
mately, the di↵erential DM flux at depth z to the one at
the top of the atmosphere as

d��

dT z
�

=

✓
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dT z
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4m2

�e
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�
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(11)
where d��/dT�, needs to be evaluated at

T� = T 0

�(T
z
�) = 2m�T

z
�e

z/`
⇣
2m�+T z

��T z
�e

z/`
⌘�1

. (12)

For T 0

� ⌧ m� our treatment of the energy attenuation
reduces to that previously considered in Ref. [28].

For the mean free path of the DM particles, `, we sum
over the 8 most abundant elements in Earth’s crust, with
number densities (and masses) from Table 2 in Ref. [30].
We also need to relate the nuclear cross sections to the
one on nucleons, ��. For spin-independent scattering,
there is the usual coherent enhancement, leading to

��N = �SI

� A2

✓
mN (m� +mp)

mp(m� +mN )

◆2

. (13)

We neglect nuclear form-factors in obtaining `. Along
with the energy-loss ansatz (9), as compared to full nu-
merical simulations [28], this leads to conservative limits.

Step 3: CRDM scattering in detectors.— Once a
CRDM particle reaches a detector at depth z, it can
transfer (part of its) energy to a target nucleus inside the
detector. Exploiting completely analogous formulae to

the case of DM!CR scattering discussed above, in par-
ticular the flat distribution of the target nucleus recoil
energy TN for a given DM energy, we find the di↵erential
recoil rate per target nucleus to be

d�N

dTN
= �0

�NG2

N (2mNTN )

Z 1

T�(T
z,min
� )

dT�

Tmax

r,N

d��

dT�
. (14)

Here GN (Q2) is a nuclear form-factor and d��/dT� is
given in Eq. (8); the quantities Tmax

r,N and T z,min

� follow
from Eqs. (1) and (2), by replacing � ! N and i ! �.
The broad energy distribution of CRDM particles al-

lows us, based on Eq. (14), to use both conventional di-
rect detection and neutrino experiments to set novel lim-
its on ��. It is clear that for small enough �� the overbur-
den mass above the detectors is transparent to CRDM,
and the overall strength of the signal hence scales as �2

�.
For large cross sections, on the other hand, the strong
attenuation of the CRDM energy as given in Eq. (12)
also leads to an exponential suppression of the signal.

Resulting limits.— We begin by addressing con-
straints from conventional direct detection experiments,
which we derive from reported limiting values for heavy
DM cross sections on nucleons as a function of the DM
particle mass, �SI,lim

DM
(mDM). Assuming a non-relativistic

DM velocity distribution fNR(v), and hence a standard
DM flux of d�DM/dTDM = m�2

DM
⇢local
DM

fNR, we relate the
count rate per target nucleus N to the heavy DM-nucleus
cross section �DM

�N in the limit of large DM masses:

�DM
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Z T2
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dTN �DM

�N

Z 1

0
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d�DM
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⇥ [Tmax

N (TDM)�TN ]
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N (TDM)

' 
�DM

�N

mDM

(v̄ ⇢DM)local for mDM � mN , (15)

where we assumed that �DM

�N only varies slowly inside
the experimentally accessible window of recoil energies
TN 2 {T1, T2}. Here v̄ denotes the mean DM velocity and
 is an O(1) constant that, for a Maxwellian distribution,
equals  = exp[�2T1/(⇡mN v̄2)]� exp[�2T2/(⇡mN v̄2)].
In order to constrain the CRDM component we now

need to compare Eq. (15) with Eq. (14), taking into ac-
count that �0

�N is evaluated for mDM � mN only in
the former case. For spin-independent scattering, we can
use Eq. (13) to compute the ratio of these cross sections.
Realizing that the coherence factors for ��N are identi-
cal between ordinary DM and CRDM scattering, then
allows us to recast conventional limits on the scattering
rate �SI,lim

DM
per nucleon to an equivalent limit resulting

from the CRDM component:
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� =  (v̄ ⇢DM)local
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straight-forward to re-
interpret published limits!

no      dependence
dependence on          
identical to NR case 

NB: For constant cross section
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Inelastic scattering

In general complicated, model-dependent

Gain inspiration from neutrino scattering on nuclei
Focus on neutral current interactions
public GiBBU code

Intermezzo: Inelastic scattering with nuclei

Inspiration: neutral current neutrino-nucleus scattering

For E⌫ & 0.1GeV di↵erent inelastic processes appear:
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Excitation of
delta resonances

Deep inelastic
scattering

Excitation 
of other

 resonances

(dependence of neutrino-oxygen di↵erential cross section per nucleon on energy

transfer ! ⌘ E⌫ � E 0
⌫ obtained by GiBUU code [gibuu.hepforge.org])

Helena Kolešová: Attenuation of Cosmic-Ray Up-Scattered Dark Matter 12

gibuu.heforge.org
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! = T⌫ � T 0
⌫

Idea: keep ratio of inelastic to elastic contribution 
identify characteristic momentum transfer Q2 per sub-process
example: scattering on oxygen

Figure 3. Comparison between the elastic (green, lower energies) and inelastic (blue, higher
energies) contributions to the DM-nucleus di↵erential cross section d��N/d!, where ! is the DM
energy loss. This figure shows these contributions for a constant isospin-conserving DM-nucleus
cross section, with m� = 1GeV and N = 16O. The small colorbar on the inset of the plots, along
with the stated numerical ratio, indicates the balance between elastic and inelastic scattering in
terms of the contribution to the integrated cross section �

tot
�N .

the maximum of |gp| and |gn| in the non-relativistic limit. This induces a model-dependent

uncertainty in the normalization of the inelastic contribution that can in principle only

be avoided by fully implementing the concrete interaction model in a code like GiBUU. On

the other hand, the neutrino example illustrates that this error should generally not be

expected to be larger than a factor of ⇠ 2, implying that for most applications such a more

sophisticated treatment is not warranted.
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: energy loss

Alvey, TB & Kolesova, JHEP ’23

Inelastic scattering increasingly important at higher energies
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Resulting limits

Figure 4. Left panel. Limits on a constant spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering cross section
as a function of the DM mass, based on a re-interpretation of Xenon-1T limits on non-relativistic
DM [5] for the CRDM component studied in this work (solid lines). Dash-dotted lines show the
excluded region that results when assuming a constant cross section in the attenuation part (as
in Ref. [22]). Dashed lines show the e↵ects of adding form factors in the attenuation part, but no
inelastic scattering, resulting in limits similar to those derived in Ref. [63]. For the latter case, for
comparison, we also show the e↵ect of artificially cutting the incoming CRDM flux at the indicated
energies.
Right panel. Updated CRDM limits (coinciding with the solid lines from the left panel) in compar-
ison to limits from the Lyman-↵ forest [100], the Milky Way satellite population [101], gas clouds
in the Galactic Centre region [102], the XQC experiment [76, 103], and a recently analysed storage
dewar experiment [104, 105]. We also show upper limits on the cross section as published by the
CRESST collaboration [6] (solid green lines), based on a surface run of their experiment, along
with the maximal cross section where attenuation does not prevent DM from leaving a signal in
the detector [16]. Alternative limits are indicated by green dashed [76] and dash-dotted lines [106],
based on the assumption of a thermalization e�ciency of ✏th = 2% and ✏th = 1%, respectively,
which is significantly worse than the one adopted in the CRESST analysis.

Dashed lines furthermore show the e↵ect of adding the form factor suppression during

the attenuation in the soil, as done in Ref. [63], but still not including inelastic scatter-

ing. Clearly, this vastly underestimates the actual attenuation taking place and therefore

appears to exclude very large cross sections.5 In order to gain a better intuitive under-

standing for the shape and strength of our final limits, finally, we also indicate the e↵ect

of neglecting inelastic scattering and instead artificially cutting the CRDM flux (prior to

entering the soil) above some given energy. The resulting upper limit on the cross section

5Compared to Ref. [63], we also find that the excluded region extends to somewhat larger DM masses,

mostly as a result of our updated treatment of elastic form factors. On the other hand, we recall that our

attenuation prescription is based on the analytical energy loss treatment outlined in section 2, rather than

a full Monte Carlo simulation. This likely overestimates the maximally excluded DM mass, but only by

less than a factor of 2 [63].
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CRESST limits 
re-interpreted 
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Neglecting form factor suppression too conservative… 
…but inelastic scattering (at high      ) is very efficient

Alvey, TB & Kolesova, JHEP ’23
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Concrete models
‘constant’ cross section unrealistic 
Standard benchmark for non-relativistic scattering… 
…but low mass DM & effective operators are ruled out by LHC

E.g. Athron+, EPJC ’21

E.g. light mediators 
Suppression of high-E attenuation 
— but also of CRDM production
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Important to use full relativistic expression for cross section       
(e.g. scalar vs. vector mediator) 

scalar 
mediator

cross section 
at reference 
momentumFigure 6. Limits on the DM-nucleon scattering cross section evaluated at a reference momentum

transfer of QXe,ref = 35MeV, as a function of the DM mass m�. From top left to bottom right, the
panels show the case of a scalar mediator with mass m� = 1MeV, 10MeV, 100MeV and 1GeV.
Solid purple lines show the updated CRDM limits studied in this work. We further show limits from
the Lyman-↵ forest [100], the XQC experiment [76, 103], the CRESST surface run [6, 16] and an
alternative analysis of the CRESST limits [76]. All these limits are rescaled to match the situation
of a light mediator, as explained in the text. The parameter region above the dotted black line in
the bottom right panel requires non-perturbative couplings, while the area above the dotted line in
the top left panel is excluded by BBN.

leading to more stringent constraints. In analogy to Eq. (5.2), this implies the following

dominant interaction terms with scalar and fermionic nuclei, respectively:
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Hexaquark dark matter
A loophole   
to realize 
baryonic DM ?

Figure 7. The new exclusion regions derived here, on (�p,mX) from the Neufeld dewar experiment
are shown in orange. Excluding the upper cross-hatched portion is only possible thanks to having
both the dewar limit – applicable for repulsive interactions – and the non-existence of exotic 4He-DM,
in the attractive case. Previous constraints obtained in XF21 and [15] are also shown. Colored regions
are conservatively excluded. Solid and dashed lines show the perimeter of additional regions which
become excluded if the sign of the interaction is specified to be attractive (solid) or repulsive (dashed).
The window in the dewar experiment for an attractive interaction is above the binding of DM to U-
238. The light grey contour indicates the boundary of the region (imprecise in its detail) which could
be excluded if the interaction were attractive but the dewar limit were nevertheless applicable; a
concrete realization of such a scenario is not known. The plot is valid for mediator mass � 1 GeV;
for light mediators it is only approximate as discussed in the text.

or repulsive, while the solid and dashed lines mark the boundaries of additional excluded pa-
rameter space if the sign of the interaction is determined or postulated to be attractive (solid)
or repulsive (dashed). The orange region with cross-hatching is excluded for an attractive
interaction by non-observation of exotic 4He-DM bound states produced in BBN, and by the
dewar experiment if the interaction is repulsive. Additionally, in case the interaction is at-
tractive but for some reason DM binding to nuclei does not evade the dewar limits, the limit
which would be derived from the dewar experiment is indicated by the light grey contour,
with the exact positions of the jagged “peninsulae" dependent on uncertain details of the
nuclear wave function.

Our results are displayed in Fig. 7 and earlier, for a mediator mass m� = 1 GeV. However
these plots apply rather accurately to m� > 1 GeV as well. This is because when m� & GeV
(so that rA � 1/m�), the extended Yukawa potential can be approximated by a uniform
spherical well with radius rA and depth V0 / ↵/m2

�. As a result, the cross sections �A are
only a function of ↵/m2

�. Figures 5 and 6 remain the same for a larger m� except for a
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III. DARK MATTER RELIC ABUNDANCE

A. QCD phase transition

At high temperature, the QCD sector consists of a plasma of
massless gluons, nearly massless u, ū, d, d̄ quarks and some-
what heavier s, s̄ quarks. At low temperature, the QGP is re-
placed by the chiral-symmetry-broken, color-confined phase
in which baryons are heavy and pseudoscalar mesons are
light. Lattice QCD calculations show that the transition be-
tween the QGP and the low temperature hadronic phase is
a cross-over centered on 155 MeV [14] rather than a true
phase transition. As the temperature drops from 170 MeV
to 140 MeV, the quark and gluon condensates responsible for
hadron masses and color confinement increase; at the same
time it becomes more favorable energetically for qq̄’s and
qqq to combine into color singlet mesons and baryons. Typi-
cal intra-q, q̄, g separations are O(1 fm) for T ⇡ 150 MeV.
The age of the Universe in this epoch is tUniv = 7.3 ⇥
10

�5
(100MeV/T )2 sec, whereas the timescale for hadronic

interactions is O(10
�23s).

The equilibrium number density of each fermion species as
a function of temperature is given by

n(m,T ) =
g

2⇡2

Z 1

m

E
p
E2 �m2

e(E⌥µ)/T + 1
dE, (2)

where g = 6 is the number of color-spin degrees of freedom
per q and q̄ flavor) and µ is the chemical potential.

The quark masses are accurately known from the hadron
spectrum in lattice QCD [15]: mu = 2.118(38) MeV,
md = 4.690(54) MeV and ms = 92.52(69) MeV. In the
QGP, the relative abundances of photons, gluons, and light
quarks u, ū, d, d̄ are in the ratios 1:8: 9

4
, and s quarks have a

slightly lower abundance. These flavor ratios apply both to
the thermal qq̄ quarks and the “baryon excess” quarks. The
Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe today, ⌘0 ⌘ nb/n� =

(5.8� 6.5)⇥ 10
�10 (95%CL) [5] amounts to a roughly part-

per-billion difference between the q and q̄ abundance for each
light flavor; to excellent approximation the chemical potential
can be ignored for calculating abundances above 100 MeV.
Below the hadronization transition, the most abundant parti-
cles besides photons and leptons are pions. Weak interactions
maintain flavor chemical equilibrium, and hadronic and EM
reactions like ⇡+⇡� $ �� keep hadron abundances in ther-
mal equilibrium well into the low temperature phase.

B. Dark Matter abundance: ⌦DM/⌦b

The microphysics of the QGP to hadron transition is not
amenable to detailed calculation, but statistical physics deter-
mines the relative occupation of states of different energies
at any given temperature. Thus we can estimate the rela-
tive abundance of states giving rise to sexaquarks and to anti-
sexaquarks, and those giving rise to baryons and anti-baryons,
at any given temperature. There are, in addition, other quark,
anti-quark and gluonic states which give rise to mesons but

edema
FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of how the deficit of s quarks relative
to u, d quarks, ⇡ 15% at the transition temperature, leads to residual
baryons.

those are not our interest. We speak below of sexaquarks
and baryons, but the story is the same for their anti-particles;
as noted above, at these temperatures the baryon-anti-baryon
asymmetry is almost negligible.

In the SDM scenario, DM consists of sexaquarks contain-
ing 2 each of u, d, s quarks. Simply due to their higher mass,
the equilibrium fraction of strange quarks and antiquarks,
fs ⌘ (ns + ns̄)/

P
3

i=1
(ni + nī) is lower than that of up

and down quarks and antiquarks. Over the relevant tempera-
ture range, 140-170 MeV, the fraction of s quarks in thermal
equilibrium varies from 30-31% with the remaining 70-69%
being equally u, d.

If every s in the quark-gluon plasma were in a sexaquark
and baryons were only formed from the left-over u, d quarks,
the density of S’s would be fs

2
nq , where fs is the fraction of

quarks that are s’s and nq is the total density of quarks; the
density of baryons would be (1�3fs)

3
nq . As the temperature

drops from 170 to 140 MeV, 3fs changes only slightly, from
0.964 to 0.948.

Not every strange quark is in a sexaquark, so we introduce
s, the efficiency with which s quarks are trapped in sex-
aquarks. Thus we have

⌦DM

⌦b
=

yb s 3fs
1� s 3fs

, (3)

where yb ⌘ mS/(2mp) is near 1.
We can estimate s as follows. First consider production

of S’s. Even at the level of 1-gluon exchange, which provides
a good qualitative accounting of most hadron mass splittings
[16], there is a strong hyperfine attraction between uuddss
quarks in the sexaquark (color-, flavor- and spin-singlet) con-
figuration [3, 7]. This perturbative attraction is present in-
dependently of whether the quarks are in an isolated, zero-
temperature S particle, quark nuggets, or are in the QGP. Thus
when the strongly attractive sexaquark configuration of quarks
occurs by chance in some spatial region of the QGP, it will be
energetically favored and linger in that state. Quarks in con-

?

NB: CRDM limits assuming no 
form factor suppression!

Figure 9. E↵ective sexaquark coupling ↵SN vs. sexaquark mass mS . The purple region shows
the parameter range that is excluded by the analysis in this work, assuming that sexaquarks make
up all of the cosmologically observed DM; di↵erent line styles correspond, as indicated, to cuto↵
masses ⇤V /GeV 2 {0.5, 1, 1.5} in the one-boson exchange approximation. All other constraints
are, for easier comparison, directly reproduced from Fig. 10 of Ref. [148], conservatively assuming
an attractive Yukawa force between S and nuclei. The thin vertical stripe corresponds to the mass
range where, according to that analysis, the sexaquark would be a viable DM candidate without
being in conflict with other particle physics observation, in particular the stability of deuterons
based on SNO data [165]. The upper end of that mass range may increase from 1890MeV to up to
2054MeV if sexaquark DM does not accumulate in the Earth at the level claimed in Ref. [166].

largely irrelevant for relativistic scattering; in fact, already for the typical velocities during

the freeze-out process of thermally produced DM, v� ⇠ 0.3, the impact is strongly sup-

pressed [167]. The CRDM limits are thus also robust w.r.t. underlying model assumptions

such as whether the force mediated by the Yukawa potential is attractive or repulsive.

7 Summary and Conclusions

For sizeable elastic scattering rates between DM and nuclei there is an irreducible relativis-

tic component of the flux of DM particles arriving at Earth. This extends the sensitivity of

conventional direct detection experiments both to sub-GeV masses and to scattering cross

sections above the limit set by a too e�cient attenuation of the DM flux on the way to

the detector. While such large scattering cross sections are also constrained by comple-

mentary probes from astrophysics and cosmology, it has repeatedly been pointed out that
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Conclusions
Cosmic rays inevitably produce 
a subdominant, relativistic 
component of Galactic DM              

Thanks for your attention!

Want to explore these effects yourself      

(and much more)? Download DarkSUSY! 😉

This places highly complementary 
limits for light as well as strongly 
interacting DM

Figure 4. Left panel. Limits on a constant spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering cross section
as a function of the DM mass, based on a re-interpretation of Xenon-1T limits on non-relativistic
DM [5] for the CRDM component studied in this work (solid lines). Dash-dotted lines show the
excluded region that results when assuming a constant cross section in the attenuation part (as
in Ref. [22]). Dashed lines show the e↵ects of adding form factors in the attenuation part, but no
inelastic scattering, resulting in limits similar to those derived in Ref. [63]. For the latter case, for
comparison, we also show the e↵ect of artificially cutting the incoming CRDM flux at the indicated
energies.
Right panel. Updated CRDM limits (coinciding with the solid lines from the left panel) in compar-
ison to limits from the Lyman-↵ forest [100], the Milky Way satellite population [101], gas clouds
in the Galactic Centre region [102], the XQC experiment [76, 103], and a recently analysed storage
dewar experiment [104, 105]. We also show upper limits on the cross section as published by the
CRESST collaboration [6] (solid green lines), based on a surface run of their experiment, along
with the maximal cross section where attenuation does not prevent DM from leaving a signal in
the detector [16]. Alternative limits are indicated by green dashed [76] and dash-dotted lines [106],
based on the assumption of a thermalization e�ciency of ✏th = 2% and ✏th = 1%, respectively,
which is significantly worse than the one adopted in the CRESST analysis.

Dashed lines furthermore show the e↵ect of adding the form factor suppression during

the attenuation in the soil, as done in Ref. [63], but still not including inelastic scatter-

ing. Clearly, this vastly underestimates the actual attenuation taking place and therefore

appears to exclude very large cross sections.5 In order to gain a better intuitive under-

standing for the shape and strength of our final limits, finally, we also indicate the e↵ect

of neglecting inelastic scattering and instead artificially cutting the CRDM flux (prior to

entering the soil) above some given energy. The resulting upper limit on the cross section

5Compared to Ref. [63], we also find that the excluded region extends to somewhat larger DM masses,

mostly as a result of our updated treatment of elastic form factors. On the other hand, we recall that our

attenuation prescription is based on the analytical energy loss treatment outlined in section 2, rather than

a full Monte Carlo simulation. This likely overestimates the maximally excluded DM mass, but only by

less than a factor of 2 [63].

– 18 –
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DarkSUSY

http://
darksusy.hepforge.org

Numerical package to calculate 
‘all’ DM related quantities:
relic density + kinetic decoupling 

generic SUSY models + laboratory 
constraints implemented
cosmic ray propagation
particle yields for generic DM 
annihilation or decay
indirect detection rates: gammas, 
positrons, antiprotons, neutrinos
direct detection rates
…

Module ...

..

.

Module generic_wimp
libds_generic_wimp.a

Interface functions
Internal routines

Particle physics modules
src_models/

Module mssm
libds_mssm.a

Interface functions
Internal routines

Linking to main library/user 
replaceable
Linking to chosen module

Possible (but not used) calling
Calling sequence

Main DS 
library
src/
libds_main.a

Observables 
(rates, relic 
density etc)

Main program
User-supplied, e.g. 
examples/dsmain.F

User
replaceables

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user
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since 6.1: DM self-interactions

(also for                              )Tdark 6= Tphoton
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Elastic scattering cross section

Spin-independent interactions couple to nuclear mass 

Spin-dependent interactions couple to nuclear spin 
(from axial-vector couplings) 

�SD
N ⇠ µ2

�NG2
F
SN + 1

SN
[aphSpi+ anhSni]2
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Form-factor (or spin-structure function) suppression for large 
momentum transfer �N ! �q=0

N ⇥GN (q2)
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(from scalar, vector and tensor couplings) 

�SI
N ⇠ �SI

p

✓
µ�N

µ�p

◆2

[Zfp + (A� Z)fn]
2
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fp = fn
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coherent enhancement of      to      ! A2 �A4
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per nucleon
(reported limit)

3

component, and we can estimate the energy loss of DM
particles propagating through a medium as

dTDM

dx
= �

X

N

nN

Z Tmax
r

0

d��N

dTr
TrdTr . (9)

Here, Tr refers to the energy lost by a CRDM particle
in a collision with nucleus N . This process, in analogy
with neutrino scattering, can be elastic, quasi-elastic or
inelastic. The latter two are likely to dominate at high
energies T� > few 100MeV. (In a quasi-elastic process
one or more nucleons are dislodged from N , while in an
inelastic process additional hadrons are created in the
� � N collision.) In this work we will limit ourselves to
elastic scattering, leaving a more elaborate treatment for
future considerations. Using the uniform distribution of
the nuclear recoil energy for isotropic scattering, we have
d�N/dTr = �N/Tmax

r , and hence

dT�

dx
= �

1

2

X

N

nN��NTmax

r ⇡ �
1

2m�`

�
T 2

� + 2m�T�

�
,

where `�1
⌘

X

N

nN��N
2mNm�

(mN +m�)2
. (10)

In the last step we have assumed T� ⌧ mN in Eq. (1).
Integrating this equation, we can relate, very approxi-
mately, the di↵erential DM flux at depth z to the one at
the top of the atmosphere as

d��

dT z
�

=

✓
dT�

dT z
�

◆
d��

dT�
=

4m2

�e
z/`

�
2m� + T z

� � T z
�e

z/`
�2

d��

dT�
,

(11)
where d��/dT�, needs to be evaluated at

T� = T 0

�(T
z
�) = 2m�T

z
�e

z/`
⇣
2m�+T z

��T z
�e

z/`
⌘�1

. (12)

For T 0

� ⌧ m� our treatment of the energy attenuation
reduces to that previously considered in Ref. [28].

For the mean free path of the DM particles, `, we sum
over the 8 most abundant elements in Earth’s crust, with
number densities (and masses) from Table 2 in Ref. [30].
We also need to relate the nuclear cross sections to the
one on nucleons, ��. For spin-independent scattering,
there is the usual coherent enhancement, leading to

��N = �SI

� A2

✓
mN (m� +mp)

mp(m� +mN )

◆2

. (13)

We neglect nuclear form-factors in obtaining `. Along
with the energy-loss ansatz (9), as compared to full nu-
merical simulations [28], this leads to conservative limits.

Step 3: CRDM scattering in detectors.— Once a
CRDM particle reaches a detector at depth z, it can
transfer (part of its) energy to a target nucleus inside the
detector. Exploiting completely analogous formulae to

the case of DM!CR scattering discussed above, in par-
ticular the flat distribution of the target nucleus recoil
energy TN for a given DM energy, we find the di↵erential
recoil rate per target nucleus to be

d�N

dTN
= �0

�NG2

N (2mNTN )

Z 1

T�(T
z,min
� )

dT�

Tmax

r,N

d��

dT�
. (14)

Here GN (Q2) is a nuclear form-factor and d��/dT� is
given in Eq. (8); the quantities Tmax

r,N and T z,min

� follow
from Eqs. (1) and (2), by replacing � ! N and i ! �.
The broad energy distribution of CRDM particles al-

lows us, based on Eq. (14), to use both conventional di-
rect detection and neutrino experiments to set novel lim-
its on ��. It is clear that for small enough �� the overbur-
den mass above the detectors is transparent to CRDM,
and the overall strength of the signal hence scales as �2

�.
For large cross sections, on the other hand, the strong
attenuation of the CRDM energy as given in Eq. (12)
also leads to an exponential suppression of the signal.

Resulting limits.— We begin by addressing con-
straints from conventional direct detection experiments,
which we derive from reported limiting values for heavy
DM cross sections on nucleons as a function of the DM
particle mass, �SI,lim

DM
(mDM). Assuming a non-relativistic

DM velocity distribution fNR(v), and hence a standard
DM flux of d�DM/dTDM = m�2

DM
⇢local
DM

fNR, we relate the
count rate per target nucleus N to the heavy DM-nucleus
cross section �DM

�N in the limit of large DM masses:

�DM

N =

Z T2

T1

dTN �DM

�N

Z 1

0

dTDM

d�DM

dTDM

⇥ [Tmax

N (TDM)�TN ]

Tmax

N (TDM)

' 
�DM

�N

mDM

(v̄ ⇢DM)local for mDM � mN , (15)

where we assumed that �DM

�N only varies slowly inside
the experimentally accessible window of recoil energies
TN 2 {T1, T2}. Here v̄ denotes the mean DM velocity and
 is an O(1) constant that, for a Maxwellian distribution,
equals  = exp[�2T1/(⇡mN v̄2)]� exp[�2T2/(⇡mN v̄2)].
In order to constrain the CRDM component we now

need to compare Eq. (15) with Eq. (14), taking into ac-
count that �0

�N is evaluated for mDM � mN only in
the former case. For spin-independent scattering, we can
use Eq. (13) to compute the ratio of these cross sections.
Realizing that the coherence factors for ��N are identi-
cal between ordinary DM and CRDM scattering, then
allows us to recast conventional limits on the scattering
rate �SI,lim

DM
per nucleon to an equivalent limit resulting

from the CRDM component:

�SI.lim
� =  (v̄ ⇢DM)local

✓
m� +mN
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mDM

◆
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✓Z T2
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Z 1
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� )

dT�
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◆�1

(16)

�SI
N
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Simulations
Analytic approach rather simplistic:
particles do not only arrive from azimuthal direction
multiple scatterings in overburden
(high-energy tail has higher penetration power) 
…

In principle, full simulations needed:

E.g. Emken & Kouvaris, PRD ‘18
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Figure 5: The 90% CL DM-proton cross section lower bounds deduced by the importance
sampling Monte-Carlo simulation (solid lines) and the SGED/KS method (dashed lines) for
the three detector depths of 10, 30, and 106.7 meters underground.

approximation is “remarkably good over a wide range of masses”. While true — indeed,
guaranteed by the central-limit theorem — this agreement does not bear on the validity of
using the SGED/KS approximation for determining the cross section reach of some experiment
as discussed in eqs (2.2) and (2.4) and in more detail in the Appendix. A simulation is required
to know the mean value of the energy loss per collision and mean number of collisions of capable
particles at the detector – not the mean values for all particles after a fixed total path length
d.

Although EKS simulate trajectories, they use a seemingly ad-hoc shortcut to find �max,
c.f., their equation (16) [5]. They introduce a “critical cross section”, defined to be the cross
section such that the mean DM speed at the detector depth, �v�, is at least 5�v below the
minimum speed to produce a signal in the detector, where �v is the standard deviation in the
arrival speeds at the detector, given the assumed starting DM speed. This 5�v prescription
is not demonstrated to be correct. Its rationale is probably that if the distribution of final
velocities is Gaussian, then the tail above 5�v contains a fraction 2.8 × 10−7 of the distribu-
tion. A high statistics simulation would be required to demonstrate that the distribution is
Gaussian or that specifically the 5�v prescription assures the correct attenuation.

We tested the EKS procedure by using importance sampling to perform a full simulation
of the expected spectrum in DAMIC, for the critical cross sections found by EKS for two DM
masses: 50 MeV and 1 GeV. Figure 6 shows the final energy spectrum of capable DM particles
at DAMIC’s depth that we found using the EKS critical cross sections. Had the EKS result
been correct, we should have obtained 106 events for both masses, but instead we found
4.5 × 108 events for 50 MeV and 2.5 × 106 events for 1 GeV.

To determine the correct prescription to replace the EKS “5�v” criterion requires a much
higher-statistics simulation, with > 108 particles for each mass and cross section combination,
to measure the high-speed tail of the distribution. In the end, that amounts to performing
the full, high statistics simulation. Perhaps in the small energy loss case, regularities can be
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Emken & Kouvaris, JCAP ‘17 Mahdawi & Farrar, 1712.01170

Stopping power in overburden typically less efficient 
actual (upper) exclusion region increases by a factor of ~few
disclaimer: this relies on constant scattering cross sections, less 
clear otherwise…


